In this paper, a multi-item inventory model with space constraint is developed in both crisp and fuzzy environment. A profit maximization inventory model is proposed here to determine the optimal values of demands and order levels of a product. Selling price and unit price are assumed to be demand-dependent and holding and set-up costs sock dependent. Total profit and warehouse space are considered to be vague and imprecise. The impreciseness in the above objective and constraint goals has been expressed by fuzzy linear membership functions. The problem is then solved using modified geometric programming method. Sensitivity analysis is also presented here.
INTRODUCTION
In many inventory problems, the unit price and selling price of a product are considered as independent in nature. But when the demand of a product is very high, then to meet the demand, the production is increased. Therefore the total cost of manufacturing is then spread over a large number of items and this will result lower average unit production cost as well as lower selling price for an item. Hence the unit production cost and selling price are assumed inversely related to the demand of the item. Cheng [3, 4] developed some inventory models considering the demand -dependent unit cost and solved by geometric programming (GP) method. Jung and Klein [7] extended the EOQ model with the same assumptions and solved by GP method for a single item.
In classical inventory models, inventory costs, unit holding cost and set -up cost are supposed to be constant. But in reality, these inventory costs are dependent on the amount produced / purchased. Hariri and Abou-el-ata [6] , Abou-el-ata and Kotb [1] developed some inventory models with variable inventory costs and solved by GP method.
Geometric programming method is a relatively new technique to solve a nonlinear programming problem. Duffin, Peterson and Zener [5] first developed the idea on GP method. Kotchenberger [8] was the first to use this method on inventory problems. Later on, Worrall and Hall [15] analyzed a multi-item inventory model with several constraints using polynomial GP method. Recently, Shawky and Abou-el-ata [12] formed a constrained production lot-size model with trade policy and solved by GP method, comparing with Lagrange non-linear method.
In many inventory models the objective goals and constraint goals are assumed to be deterministic. But in real life situations, the above said goals might not be exactly known are somewhat imprecise in nature. In this situation, the inventory problems along with the constraints may be realistically represented formulating the model in fuzzy environment, which is solved by different fuzzy programming methods. L. A. Zadeh [16] first introduced the fuzzy set theory. Bellman and Zadeh [2] , Zimmerman [17] solved fuzzy decision-making problems using fuzzy programming techniques. Very few inventory problems was developed and solved using fuzzy set theory. Sommer [13] used fuzzy dynamic programming to an inventory problem. Park [9] applied fuzzy set theoretic approach on the EOQ model. Roy and Maiti [10] solved the classical EOQ model for a single item in fuzzy environment. They [11] also examined the fuzzy EOQ model with demand -dependent unit price and imprecise storage area by both fuzzy geometric and non -linear programming methods.
In this paper, we have formulated a multi -item profit maximization inventory model under limited storage area with demand -dependent unit price and selling price and stock -dependent holding and set-up costs of the item. Here objective and constraint goals are expressed in fuzzy environment. After fuzzification, the problem is solved by fuzzy additive geometric programming (FAGP) method. The crisp model is also solved by Geometric Programming method. The model is illustrated numerically and the results obtained from both the environments (crisp and fuzzy) are compared. Sensitivity analysis has also been discussed here.
MODEL FORMULATION
A multi-item inventory model with infinite rate of replenishment, no shortages and limited storage space is developed under the following assumptions. n = number of items, W = total available storage area, 
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

Crisp model
Total profit = total revenue -production cost -holding cost -set up cost. 
Fuzzy model
When the profit goal and storage area are flexible i.e. fuzzy in nature, the said crisp model (1) is transformed to
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
The multi item inventory models (1) and (2) are solved by crisp and fuzzy environment respectively. In fuzzy set theory, the imprecise objectives and constraints are defined by their membership functions, which may be linear and / or non-linear. For simplicity, we assume here ( , )
to be linear membership functions for the objective and constraint. They are 
, and
Which is equivalent to
The first three terms are constants as they are independent of decision variables hence at present they can be omitted from the analysis. So (3) reduces to
SOLUTION OF THE PROPOSED INVENTORY MODELS
Crisp model
Multiplying both sides of (1) by (-1) we get the standard signomial GP form as follows
Here the primal function is a constrained signomial function with (3n-1) degree of difficulty. It is difficult to solve by formulating its dual problem for more items. Therefore, we use the Modified Geometric Programming (MGP) method outlined by Hariri and Abou-el-Ata [6] for the solution. Under this formulation, we have the corresponding dual function is 
subject to the normality and orthogonality conditions 
, 
Fuzzy model
The primal function (4) is an unconstrained signomial GP problem with (3n-1) degree of difficulty. The corresponding dual function according to Hariri and Abou-elAta [6] is as follows 
where 2 5 1
,
.
Now optimizing the dual function (9) 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
For numerical illustration, we consider an inventory model for two items with the following data. Following the analysis outlined in section 5, the optimum values of demand, order quantities and maximum profit under crisp and fuzzy environment are evaluated and presented in table 2. 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
A sensitivity analysis of fuzzy model has been performed with respect to the percentage change of index parameters , ,
α β γ and i δ which are presented in tables -3, 4, 5, 6. In the formulation, unit cost and selling price have been expressed as some quantities power to the demand. Similarly unit holding cost and set-up cost are some quantities power to the order level. Hence, the said indexes are very effective in determining optimal demand, order level and maximum profit. Thus the sensitivity analysis results are in aggrement as it was expected. If the selling price, holding cost and set-up cost increase (decrease) obviously the profit will decrease (increase). But, it will have the reverse effect in the case of unit cost.
This phenomenon is depicted by the tables from 3, 5, 6. It is observed that all the decision variables and the objective value diminished when the index parameters , 
CONCLUSION
Here we have formulated a multi-item profit maximization model with limited storage area in crisp and fuzzy environment. The problem is then solved by modified geometric programming method. It is observed that in fuzzy environment the model gives the better optimum result than the crisp environment. The beauty of this approach is that a crisp / fuzzy inventory problem with large degree of difficulty can be easily solved by the method presented here and decision variables can be determined. This method can be applied in other typical decision-making problems in the areas of structural analysis, environment etc. where once they are formulated as geometric programming problem with very large degree of difficulty.
